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Introduction. Large uncertainty in global/regional sea level 
projections among CMIP3-5  
§  50% of the spread in sea level is caused by Ocean Heat Content 

§  50% of Ocean Heat Uptake is caused by vertical heat 
transport processes 

§  Large disagreement coincides with regions of maximum sea-level 
rise in the Southern Ocean and North Atlantic 
§  Key regions to transport heat and other tracers to deep ocean 
§  Important role of OHC in Earth’s climate energy budget 

Figure 2: Global ocean zonal mean temperature (left, °C) and salinity (right, psu). (a) 
observations; (b) model errors, defined as [last 10-year average – observations (WOA2009)] 

Considerations 
§  The ACCESS-OM2 produces results comparable to other CORE-II 

models (Griffies et al., 2014) 
§  Weak warming tendency occurs along the inter annual cycles, 

although the annual mean, volume-weighted global ocean 
temperature remains reasonably constant 

§  The surface boundary heating comes mainly from air-sea flux: the net 
surface heating is the residual between radiative and turbulent fluxes 

§  Runoff is secondly important for the net surface boundary heating – 
cooling of the global ocean, while precipitation-evaporation warms it.  

§  Next steps: 
§  Do fully closed ocean heat budget: investigate vertical transport 

(surface heat budget) and transport convergence (vertically 
integrated heat budget) 

§  JRA-55 experiment: quantify differences of surface heating from 
the forcing 

§  Eddy-permitting resolution: effects of parameterized resolved 
transport 

§  FAFMIP experimets – using coupled model ACCESS-CM2, 
investigate separetely effects of momentum (wind stress), heat 
and freshwater 
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Figure 1: Simulated evolution of the annual mean, volume-weighted global ocean (a) potential 
temperature (°C) and (b) salinity (psu). 

Figure 4 Annual mean time series of ocean fields: (a) global mean surface ocean temperature. (b) 
Global ocean area-averaged heat flux crossing ocean surface boundary, with positives values for heat 
entering the ocean. (c) Global area-averaged, depth-integrated heating tendency. (d) Global ocean 
area-averaged surface heat flux coupler components (radiative and turbulent fluxes). 

Objective: 
§  Investigate differences in Ocean Heat Uptake and redistribution in 

the ACCESS-OM under both CORE-II and JRA-55 forcing 
§  Perform a fully closed ocean heat budget analysis of ACCESS 

modelling system Figure 3: Sea surface temperature and salinity biases (model – WOA2009 observation). (a) 
temperature in °C and (b) salinity in psu. 

Methods: 
§  ACCESS-OM2: ocean (MOM5), sea-ice (CICE5.0) coupled 

model 
§  CORE-II Inter Annual Forcing: 4 cycles of 60 years: Done 
§  JRA-55 Inter Annual Forcing: downloading last version (v0.4) 
 

Results: 
•  Relative to CORE-II Inter Annual run: 

•  Model ocean climate = last 10-year average 

Chapter 5. Ocean heat transport and heat budgets Section 5.8

seawater through boundary mixing processes. It is therefore physically sensible to combine the pro-
cesses we term “mixing” with the non-advective boundary fluxes.

non-advective boundary + mixing = temp vdiffuse sbc+ frazil 2d+ sw heat

+ temp vdiffuse diff cbt+ temp nonlocal KPP+ temp eta smooth

+ neutral diffusion temp+ temp vdiffuse k33

+ temp xlandmix+ temp xlandinsert.
(5.86)

Again, the terms neutral diffusion temp, temp vdiffuse k33, temp xlandmix, and temp xlandinsert
are absent in the CM2.5 and CM2.6 simulations.

5.8.2 Global mean surface ocean temperature
We start our discussion of the surface heat budget by considering the global mean of the surface ocean
temperature. Horizontally integrating equation (5.76) to leads to the surface heat budget
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where we dropped the source term. Global surface ocean heat is thus impacted by vertical transport
through advection and subgrid scale processes, and by boundary fluxes. This decomposition of ocean
heating follows that proposed in Section 5.8.1.1.

Figure 5.17 shows the annual mean time series for the global mean temperature within the ocean
surface in the CM2-O suite of simulations, with this diagnostic computed according to4

h⇥ik=1 =

R
k=1⇥dAdz
R
k=1 dAdz

. (5.88)

The global volume of the surface grid cell,

Vk=1 =
Z

k=1
dAdz (5.89)

remains relatively steady in time, largely due to the use of z⇤ as a vertical coordinate whereby trends in
sea level (Figure 4.4) are distributed throughout the full depth. Hence, variability in the averaged surface
temperature (5.88) is dominated by variations in dthe numerator, which measures the heat within the
top grid cells. It is notable that the CM2.6 simulation exhibits the least drift in Figure 5.17 from initial
conditions, whereas the two coarser models generally cool during the first few decades.

Recall that the global mean temperature, averaged over the full ocean, steadily rises for each of the
three models (Figure 5.9). Hence, a net uptake of heat into the ocean, thus increasing the global mean
ocean temperature according to equation (5.31), does not necessarily mean the surface temperature in-
creases (Figure 5.17). The reason is that surface boundary heating can be readily transported into the
ocean interior through vertical advective and subgrid scale transfer, as per the budget shown in equation
(5.87).

We illustrate this process in Figure 5.18 by showing a time series for the horizontally integrated heat
accumulated in the surface ocean cells, the corresponding heat transported vertically, and the contribu-
tion from surface boundary fluxes. The net heat remaining in the surface ocean is indeed a small residual

4Since the top grid cell has a time-dependent thickness, this diagnostic is slightly distinct from the area averaged sea surface
temperature (SST) computed without the thickness weighting. Nonetheless, the area averaged SST and grid cell averaged surface
temperature exhibit very similar quantitative behaviour. The reason is that the top grid cell in a z⇤ model has a thickness that remains
very close to the constant resting value of 10 m in the A CM2-O suite.
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•  Surface Heat Budget 

 Sfc_hflux_coupler = radiative + turbulent 
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• Spread among CMIP models caused by:


• Atmosphere response


• Ocean response
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Investigating the ocean response

• Common surface flux perturbations: FAFMIP


• Process-based analyses: heat and salt budgets
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Ocean heat: ACCESS-OM2 results



Regional patterns comparison
Ensemble-mean of 4 AOGCMs (Gregory et al. 2016)ACCESS-OM2

FAFHEAT

FAFWATER

FAFSTRESS

• Similar results in terms of OHC change


• Differences: North Atlantic (FAFHEAT) and low latitudes (FAFSTRESS/FAFEWATER)


• Response in the high-latitude Southern Ocean: dominates by the wind-stress perturbation in FAF-ALL

GJ m−2 GJ m−2 



Vertical structure comparison

• intensification/shift of the Westerlies -> increase AABW formation


• freshwater perturbations reduce MOC lower cell (heat secoondary)

Ensemble-mean of 4 AOGCMs (Gregory et al. 2016)ACCESS-OM2
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Meridional Overturning Circulation response

Abyssal cell at 30°S: max negative transport >500m 

• changes near linear due to increased freshwater - 
gradual slowdown (-3Sv/80yrs)


• heat perturbation does not affect MOC substantially


• changes in Westerlies accelerate MOC - oscillating 
b/w 0.5-7 Sv larger than control



Questions

1. What processes drive changes in high-latitude S.O. ocean heat content?


2. What is the impact in water mass (TS) properties?


3. How fast the MOC respond to perturbations?



Process-based analysis: Climatological state (control)

• Climatological state 
(control) 

• Convection drives 
cooling to depths 
below 1000m


• Locally is balanced 
by the combination of 
ADV and EIT = Super-
residual Transport

On the superposition of the mean advective and eddy-induced 
transport for the heat and salt budget (Boeira Dias et al, 
submitted to Journal of Climate)
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Process-based analysis: FAFSTRESS
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Process-based analysis: FAFWATER
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Process-based analysis: FAFHEAT

• Convection 
cooling decrease 
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Changes in air-sea fluxes

• FAFSTRESS: stronger surface heat loss


• FAFHEAT/FAFWATER: reduction of heat loss


• FAFSTRESS: have anomalous freshwater and salt fluxes - spatially 
variable


• FAFWATER: overall freshening 


• FAFHEAT: freshening over Weddell Sea

Net surface heat flux Net surface freshwater flux



Open-ocean polynyas

• Weddell & Ross Seas: areas of low sea-ice concentration and deep mixed layer


• FAFSTRESS: expansion of polynyas, deepening of MLs and decrease of sea-ice


• FAFHEAT/FAFWATER: shutdown of polynyas

MLD - September Sea-ice concentration - September



FAFHEATCTRL

FAFWATERFAFSTRESS

FAFHEATCTRL

FAFWATERFAFSTRESS

• FAFSTRESS: Larger polynyas create denser (colder & saltier) Weddell Sea Bottom Water (WSBW) 

• subsurface water gets colder while surface waters become warmer; convection carry cold water downward


• FAFHEAT/FAFSTRESS/Shutdown of polynyas induces lightening (warming/freshening) of interior waters


• deepening thermo/halocline & increased salt deficit: freshwater content in the ML

Changes in water masses: Weddell Sea
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FAFHEATCTRL

FAFWATERFAFSTRESS

FAFHEATCTRL

FAFWATERFAFSTRESS

• FAFWATER: shutdown of polynyas


• freshening & warming:


• High-salinity Shelf Waters (HSSW)


• Ross Sea Bottom Water (RSBW)

Changes in water masses: Ross Sea

FAFALL



Summary
• High-latitude Southern Ocean responds differently to individual forcing:


• Changes in Westerlies dominate -> increased AABW formation


• Addition of freshwater/reduction of heat loss -> opposite response


• Increased convection under wind stress perturbation (Frankcombe et al 2013, Kuhlbrodt et al 2015, Saenko et al 2015)


• Shutdown of convection due to freshwater (e.g. Gregory 2000, Huang et al 2003, De Lavergne et al 2014)


• FAFMIP/CMIP5 do not include ice-shelf/sheet melting - underestimate freshwater perturbation


• Compare AABW response in ACCESS-OM2 with AOGMCs from Gregory et al. (2016)
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seawater through boundary mixing processes. It is therefore physically sensible to combine the pro-
cesses we term “mixing” with the non-advective boundary fluxes.

non-advective boundary + mixing = temp vdiffuse sbc+ frazil 2d+ sw heat

+ temp vdiffuse diff cbt+ temp nonlocal KPP+ temp eta smooth

+ neutral diffusion temp+ temp vdiffuse k33

+ temp xlandmix+ temp xlandinsert.
(5.86)

Again, the terms neutral diffusion temp, temp vdiffuse k33, temp xlandmix, and temp xlandinsert
are absent in the CM2.5 and CM2.6 simulations.

5.8.2 Global mean surface ocean temperature
We start our discussion of the surface heat budget by considering the global mean of the surface ocean
temperature. Horizontally integrating equation (5.76) to leads to the surface heat budget
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where we dropped the source term. Global surface ocean heat is thus impacted by vertical transport
through advection and subgrid scale processes, and by boundary fluxes. This decomposition of ocean
heating follows that proposed in Section 5.8.1.1.

Figure 5.17 shows the annual mean time series for the global mean temperature within the ocean
surface in the CM2-O suite of simulations, with this diagnostic computed according to4

h⇥ik=1 =

R
k=1⇥dAdz
R
k=1 dAdz

. (5.88)

The global volume of the surface grid cell,

Vk=1 =
Z

k=1
dAdz (5.89)

remains relatively steady in time, largely due to the use of z⇤ as a vertical coordinate whereby trends in
sea level (Figure 4.4) are distributed throughout the full depth. Hence, variability in the averaged surface
temperature (5.88) is dominated by variations in dthe numerator, which measures the heat within the
top grid cells. It is notable that the CM2.6 simulation exhibits the least drift in Figure 5.17 from initial
conditions, whereas the two coarser models generally cool during the first few decades.

Recall that the global mean temperature, averaged over the full ocean, steadily rises for each of the
three models (Figure 5.9). Hence, a net uptake of heat into the ocean, thus increasing the global mean
ocean temperature according to equation (5.31), does not necessarily mean the surface temperature in-
creases (Figure 5.17). The reason is that surface boundary heating can be readily transported into the
ocean interior through vertical advective and subgrid scale transfer, as per the budget shown in equation
(5.87).

We illustrate this process in Figure 5.18 by showing a time series for the horizontally integrated heat
accumulated in the surface ocean cells, the corresponding heat transported vertically, and the contribu-
tion from surface boundary fluxes. The net heat remaining in the surface ocean is indeed a small residual

4Since the top grid cell has a time-dependent thickness, this diagnostic is slightly distinct from the area averaged sea surface
temperature (SST) computed without the thickness weighting. Nonetheless, the area averaged SST and grid cell averaged surface
temperature exhibit very similar quantitative behaviour. The reason is that the top grid cell in a z⇤ model has a thickness that remains
very close to the constant resting value of 10 m in the A CM2-O suite.
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•  Surface Heat Budget 
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